University education is more than classes and examinations. Your study life can be much more fascinating and rewarding with out-of-the-classroom activities by joining Challengers Program (CHAMP) at COMP!

COMP fills your university life with atypical learning experience through CHAMP, which is a tailor-made program to elevate your technical competence, innovation and creativity, inter-disciplinary skills and global outlook. Built on top of the fundamental challengers’ activities, three clubs, namely Entrepreneurs’ of Tomorrow Club, Programming Gurus’ Club and Undergraduate Researchers’ Club, are organized to unite you with peers of common interests to experience a different aspect of university life.

Through CHAMP, you will be provided with opportunities to explore your talents and great potentials. Being a CHAMP champion, you are able to learn and practice various skills, including those for establishing start-ups, working in the world’s best companies or pursuing PhD study in the top universities.

Talent of Tomorrow

Entrepreneurs of Tomorrow Club
Nurturing entrepreneurs through “out-of-the classroom” entrepreneurial learning experience, cultivating their spirit of entrepreneurship.

Programming Gurus’ Club
Training experts in computer programming through novel courses, competitions and overseas tours, elevating their technical competence.

Undergraduate Researchers’ Club
Grooming young researchers through practical research experience, arousing their enthusiasm for scientific research & development.

Study Tours, Competitions, Career Forums
(e.g. Overseas University/Industrial-based Tours, Computing Solved It!, Hackathon, Career Training and Assessment, etc.)
Application Form

Name: ____________________________

Student ID: _______________________

Contact No.: ______________________

Please indicate which club(s) you want to join:
(you can choose more than 1 club)

☐ Entrepreneurs of Tomorrow Club

☐ Programming Gurus’ Club

☐ Undergraduate Researchers’ Club

Come & Join the Clubs Now via challengersclubs@comp.polyu.edu.hk!